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Cartaya, Pablo 

Epic Fail of Arturo Zamora 

When his family's restaurant and Cuban American 

neighborhood in Miami are threatened by a greedy 

land developer, thirteen-year-old Arturo, joined by 

Carmen, a cute poetry enthusiast, fight back, 

discovering the power of poetry and protest through 

untold family stories and the work of José Martí. 

 

Dooley, Sarah 

Ashes to Asheville 

Twelve-year-old Fella is swept away on a wild road 

trip by her older sister Zany to fulfill their late 

mother's dying wish. 

 

English, Karen 

It All Comes Down to This 

In the summer of 1965, Sophie's family becomes the 

first African Americans to move into their upper 

middle-class neighborhood in Los Angeles. When 

riots erupt in nearby Watts, she learns that life and 

her own place in it are a lot more complicated than 

they had seemed. 

 

Kelly, Erin Entrada 

Hello, Universe 

Virgil feels out of place in his crazy-about-sports 

family. Valencia is deaf, smart, and loves everything 

about nature. Kaori is a self-proclaimed psychic, 

whose little sister, Gen, is always following her 

around. And Chet wishes the weird kids would just 

stop being so different so that he can concentrate on 

basketball. They aren't friends. But when Chet pulls a 

prank that traps Virgil and his pet guinea pig at the 

bottom of a well, Kaori, Gen, and Valencia begin a 

quest to find the missing Virgil. 

 

Khan, Hena 

Amina’s Voice 

A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles to stay 

true to her family's vibrant culture while 

simultaneously blending in at school. 

 

Pérez, Celia C. 

First Rule of Punk 

Twelve-year-old María Luisa O'Neill-Morales (who 

really prefers to be called Malú) reluctantly moves 

with her Mexican-American mother to Chicago and 

starts seventh grade with a bang--violating the dress 

code with her punk rock aesthetic and spurning the 

middle school's most popular girl in favor of starting 

a band with a group of like-minded weirdos. 

 

Reynolds, Jason 

Patina 

A newbie to the track team, Patina "Patty" Jones must 

learn to rely on her family and teammates as she tries 

to outrun her personal demons. 

 

Rivers, Karen 

Love, Ish 

Twelve-year-old Mischa "Ish" Love's longtime dream 

has been to someday live on Mars, but when she 

collapses on the first day of seventh grade, Ish 

receives a diagnosis which threatens her future plans. 

 

Snyder, Laurel 

Orphan Island 

On an island where one child is delivered each year 

while the eldest is taken away, nine children live 

under the leadership of new elder Jinny, who trains 

the latest newcomer and wonders what will happen 

when her own departure occurs. 

 

Spinelli, Jerry 

The Warden’s Daughter 

Living with her warden father in an apartment above 

a 1950s prison, Cammie O'Reilly struggles to come 

to terms with the loss of her mother, who died saving 

her from harm when she was a baby, and interacts 

with some of the reformed inmates. 

 

Wolk, Lauren 

Beyond the Bright Sea 

Twelve-year-old orphan Crow embarks on a journey 

to discover who her parents were and why they 

abandoned her as an infant. 

 

GRAPHIC NOVELS 
Britt, Fanny 

Louis Undercover 

Meet Louis, a young boy who shuttles between his 

alcoholic dad and his worried mom, and who, with 

the help of his best friend, tries to summon up the 

courage to speak to his true love, Billie. 

 

Chanani, Nidhi 

Pashmina 

Priyanka Das has so many unanswered questions: 

Why did her mother abandon her home in India years 

ago? Who is her father, and why did her mom leave 

him behind? But Pri's mom avoids these questions 

and the topic of India is permanently closed. For Pri, 

her mother's homeland can only exist in her 

imagination. That is, until she finds a mysterious 

pashmina tucked away in a forgotten suitcase. When 

she wraps herself in it, she is transported to a place 

more vivid and colorful than any guidebook or 

Bollywood film. 

 

Chmakova, Svetlana 

Brave 

In his daydreams, Jensen is the biggest hero that ever 

was, saving the world and his friends on a daily basis. 

But his middle school reality is VERY different - 

math is hard, getting along with friends is hard. 

Jensen's always played the middle school game one 

level at a time, but suddenly, someone's cranked up 

the difficulty setting. Will those daring daydreams of 

his finally work in his favor, or will he have to find 

real solutions to his real life problems? 

 

NON-FICTION 

Crossley-Holland, Kevin 
Norse Myths: Tales of Odin, Thor, and Loki 
The gods of the Vikings come to life as never before 

in this extraordinary illustrated anthology by 

Carnegie Medal-winning author Kevin Crossley-

Holland and artist Jeffrey Alan Love.  Fast-moving 

and ice-bright, these dramatic, enthralling tales are 

based on the Scandinavian myth cycle. 



 POPULAR AUTHORS 

ANGLEBERGER, TOM (HUMOR) 

AVI (FANTASY/ADVENTURE) 

BENTON, JIM (HUMOR) 

BRUCHAC, JOSEPH (THRILLER) 

CABOT, MEG (HUMOR/PARANORMAL) 

COLFER, EOIN (SCI-FI) 

CREECH, SHARON (REALISTIC) 

GIDWITZ, ADAM (FANTASY/HORROR) 

HALE, SHANNON (FANTASY) 

HUNTER, ERIN (FANTASY) 

KINNEY, JEFF (HUMOR) 

KORMAN, GORDON (HUMOR) 

LEVINE, GAIL CARSON (FANTASY) 

LUPICA/MIKE (SPORTS) 

MASS, WENDY (REALISTIC) 

MEYER, CAROLYN (HISTORICAL) 

OLIVER, LAUREN (FANTASY) 

PATTERSON, JAMES (HUMOR) 

PAULSEN, GARY (SURVIVAL) 

PULLMAN, PHILLIP (SCI-FI) 

PARK, LINDA SUE (REALISTIC) 

RIORDAN, RICK (MYTHOLOGY) 

ROWLING, J.K. (FANTASY) 

SACHAR, LOUIS (REALISTIC) 

STEAD, REBECCA (SCI-FI) 

YOLEN, JANE (FANTASY) 
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Contact Us: 

 

Christiansburg Library 

125 Sheltman Street 

Christiansburg, VA 24073 

(540)382-6965 

 

Blacksburg Library 

200 Miller Street 

Blacksburg, VA 24060 

(540)552-8246 

 

Jessie Peterman Memorial Library 

321 West Main Street 

Floyd, VA 24091 

(540)745-2947 

 

Meadowbrook Public Library 

267 Alleghany Spring Road 

Shawsville, VA 24162 

(540) 268-1964 

 

Online: http://www.mfrl.org 
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